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SCIENCE'S

extensivecontextualinformationis unable
to increaseprocessingspeed-perhaps because neuronalprocessing is already so
optimizedthatthereis no roomfor further
improvement.
Couldthe category-specificactivation
reported in monkey ITC and PFC at
around100 ms correspondto the 150-ms
activationseen in humans?Similaritiesbetween the monkey and human brain are
difficult to establish, but those between
monkeyITC and the moreventrallylocated humanfusiformgyrus (wheremuch of
the category-related
activationseems to be
generated) are striking. Why is it, then,
that the onset latenciesdifferbetweenthe
two species?Onepossiblereasonis simply
thatthe monkeybrainis smallerthanours.
Thereis not a greatdeal of detailedinformation available,but the conductionvelocity of intracorticalaxons used to send
informationfrom V1 to V2 to V4 to ITC
could be relativelyslow,perhapsonly 1 to
2 m/s (22). This means that quite a lot of
time maybe takenup by simplygettinginformationfromA to B-a problemthatis
less seriouswhenyourbrainis smaller.
Butthequestionstillremainswhetherthe
category-specificactivity seen in humans
to categorization
of thetypedecorresponds
scribedby Freedmanet al. in monkeys,in
whichtheboundaries
betweencategoriesare
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specificallycodedby singlecells.The alternativeis thatthe strongresponsesrecorded
fromstructures
suchas thefusiformgyrusin
humansreflectthe activityof largeoverlapof neuronstunedto particupingpopulations
larsets of objects,as appearsto be the case
in monkeyITC.Themostdirecttestrequires
single-cell recordingfrom individualneurons.Althoughnormallythis is not possible
in humans,intracerebralrecordingin patientswith severeepilepsyrecentlyallowed
progressto be made.Forexample,recording
of individualneuronsin the humanmedial
temporallobe revealedneuronalresponses
thatwereselectivenot only for faces,butalso fornaturalscenes,houses,famouspeople,
andanimals(23).
These new data-regardlessof whether
they representthe rapidselectivevisualresponsesof ITC and PFC neuronsin monkeys, the rapid category-specific signals
seen in humans,or the fastbehavioralreaction times seen in both species-pose a
majorproblemfor currentmodelsof visual
processing.In particular,they implythata
greatdealof processingcan be doneon the
basis of a largely automaticfeedforward
pass throughthe visual system.In a sense,
the fact that visual categorizationis fast
androbustis perhapsnot so surprising.We
all havethe impressionthatas we zap from
channelto channel,the momentwhen we

categorizewhat the image containsis virTheproblemnow is to
tuallyinstantaneous.
understandhow the braincan performthis
task so quickly and efficiently with neuronsthatfire electricalimpulses10 million
times less rapidlythanthe transistorsin today'sdesktopcomputers.
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METALS

the conductionband (a key conditionfor
metallicity). A neutral molecular metal
thus
seemedimpossible.
a
But never say never. On page 285 of
Patrick Cassoux
this issue, Tanakaet al. (8) describe the
synthesis and characterizationof
The
propertiesof molecularsolids of[Ni(tmdt)2](see structure1 in the
ten resemble those of the isolated
first figure), the first fully chars_acterized single-componentneumolecule,but some properties,such
as conductingbehavior,may be quite distral compoundexhibiting metaltinct. This type of behavior may somelike conductivitybehaviordown
1
2
times appear counterintuitive because
to 0.6 K. The materialis particuMeSySSS
S
molecularconceptsand methodsare quite
larly interestingbecause it quesdifferent from those commonly used in
tions
the above-mentioned nosMeSAS
solid statechemistry.Nevertheless,predictions about the requirementsfor
's
4
3
tions of conductingmolecularcompounds
molecularconductors.
were made as early as 1911 (1). The first How to make neutral molecular metals. ThesefourligThe first hint for a possible
observation of high conductivity for a ands have been used to make neutralmolecularmetals. metal-like behavior in a singlemolecularcompound,a perylenebromide 1, tmdt2-;2, ptdt2-;3, (CjoH10S8)2-;
and 4, ca-tpdl
t2-.The component neutral compound
was found for [Ni(CloHioSg)2]
most successfulattempt used 1 (8).
salt, was reported by Akamatu et al. (2).
The first "organic metal" down to low
(structure 3) (9). This was folin 1973(3,
was characterized
Severalstructuraland electroniccrite- lowed by a seminal paper by Kobayashi
temperatures
4) and the first molecularsuperconductor ria have been proposedfor the design of et al. (10), who reported the semiconin 1980 (5). Today, several thousand molecularmetals (and possibly supercon- ducting propertiesof the single-compomolecularmetals and over 100 molecular ductors).In particular,the presenceof for- nent neutral[Ni(ptdt)2]compound(strucareknown(6, 7).
mal nonintegral oxidation states either ture2). On the basis of a thoroughanalysuperconductors
throughpartialchargetransferbetweena sis of bandstructurecalculations,the audonormoleculeand an acceptormolecule thors daringlyproposeda set of requireThe author is in the Laboratoire de Chimie de Coor(3, 4) or through partial oxidation of a ments for designing single-component
dination de Toulouse, CNRS,205 Route de Narbonne,
donor
molecule (5) was believed to be a neutral molecular metals. The proposed
31077 Toulouse, France. E-mail: cassoux@lcctoulouse.fr
prerequisitefor achievingpartialfilling of requirementswere a small HOMO-LU-
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MO (11) energy gap (such that the resulting bands may overlap), large three-dimensional transverse intermolecular interactions, and possibly the formation of
parallel bands (9). These conditions are
partially (12) fulfilled in the case of
[Ni(tmdt)2], as now reported in (8).
Tanaka et al. (8) provide full confirmation of the existence of metal-like behavior

tween molecules both within and between
the molecular planes result in three-dimensional intermolecular interactions, as confirmed by calculations. It is this aspect of
the molecular crystal that enables full
metallicity.
Almost simultaneously to Tanaka et
al.'s finding, Almeida and co-workers report the strikingly high room-temperature conductivity of
compacted powders of
another, although not
as well characterized,
single-component neutral compound, [Au(atpdt)2] (structure 4)
(13). Note that the
three molecules studied in (8, 10, 13) are all
transition metal complexes of sulfur-containing n-delocalized
ligands derived from
tetrathiafulvalene [a
I~~~Ruu
component in the first
Crystalstructure of [Ni(tmdt)z].Theview alongthe b axis (top) and organic metal (3, 4)].
There are many exa side view along the molecularlong axis (bottom) are shown.The
side view illustratesthe perfect planarityof the moleculararrange- amples of preconceived
ideas that have been
ment.Ni,green;S,yellow;C,gray;and H,white.
contradicted by experiin a single-component neutral compound
ment. Some recent and striking examples
down to low temperatures and open new
happen to be found in the field of conductavenues to the preparation of molecular
ing materials. For example, until the late
metals (and possibly superconductors). As
1980s, the prevailing superconductivitytheshown in the second figure, [Ni(tmdt)2]
ory was understoodto predictthat the supercrystallizes into a closely packed structure conducting critical temperature Tc of any
with a perfectly planar molecular arrange- materialcould not exceed 23 K or so. Today,
ment. Short S "S interatomic distances becopper oxide-based superconductors with
PERSPECTIVES:
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nous

which tell them

migratory programs,
Navigation-Computing
roughly how many days and/or nights that
in what direction

Orthodromes
RudigerWehner
of bird navigation usually folStudies
low two gold standard approaches:
the relocation and release of thousands of pigeons and the tracking of their
return, and the hand raising of hundreds
of songbirds and the testing of their navigation capabilities in orientation cages.
The data obtained from such endeavors
are exciting, but the conclusions drawn
are varied, often controversial, and always
hypothetical, because little is known
about how the avian brain computes navigational information. A favorite hypotheThe author is in the Department of Zoology, University of Zurich, Zurich CH-8057, Switzerland. E-mail:
rwehner@zool.unizh.ch
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high Tc's (claimed by some to reach room
temperature)are taken for granted.It was also long thoughtthat the presence of magnetic ions in the structure of any molecular
conductor should decrease or suppress superconductivity.Yet in 1995, P. Day and coworkers reportedthe first molecular paramagnetic superconductor(14). Finally, could
one have imagined just a few months ago
that Sch6n et al. could turn pentacene into a
superconductor by injecting this insulator
with charge using a field-effect transistor
(15)?
Yes indeed, never say never.

sis is that birds primarily use a magnetic
compass, or even a magnetic map of the
Earth (1), to navigate, but so far magnetoreceptive sensory neurons have not
been found in the brains of any bird
species. Numerous laboratory experiments show that migratory birds use multiple sources of directional information
based on magnetic, stellar, solar, and other environmental cues (2). Such experiments further suggest that birds must
have ways to calibrate their celestial and
magnetic compasses against each other
(3), but how this is achieved as they fly
vast distances on their annual journey is
not known. There is good evidence that
young birds are equipped with endoge-
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(4).
they must fly, and
Computational models suggest that such
clock-and-compass strategies might explain the accurate "geographical knowledge" carried by avian migrants, which
has been revealed by recovery of ringed
birds (5, 6).
Two experimental approaches could
help to sort out exactly how birds navigate. The first is to record the trajectories
of migrating birds with radar tracking or
satellite-based telemetry. The second,
complementary strategy is to look for particular combinations of real-world geographical cues in selected areas of the
Earth and to relate the directional choices
of migrating birds to these cues. As reported on page 300 of this issue, Alerstam
and his crew have successfully combined
both of these approaches.
These investigators tracked the trajectories of migrating Arctic shorebirds with
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